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| Boutsen Aviation welcomes a new sales team member

Margaux Bodard has joined Boutsen Aviation as Sales Manager Western Europe,
bringing exceptional sales background and aircraft maintenance expertise.

Monaco, March 22nd, 2022 - Boutsen Aviation is delighted to welcome Margaux Bodard to its growing international
sales team. In her new role, Margaux will oversee aircraft sales, acquisitions and consulting services in the region of
Western Europe.
Margaux’s new position follows upon her career
within Dassault Falcon Service, where she
served as Regional Sales Manager for UK &
France’s Falcon Fleet and Customer Project
Manager dedicated to Netjet’s Falcon Fleet of
F2000EXy. She has a wealth of customer service
management which further allows her to
provide clients with the most proficient industry
knowledge.
“Margaux is a great boost for Boutsen Aviation!”
says President Dominique Trinquet. “Over the
last two years, she has played an integral role in
some of the most complex & successful aircraft
transactions. Her appointment provides us with
even more opportunity to serve our clients.”

Margaux’s extensive experience within Dassault Aviation strengthens
the existing Boutsen Aviation expertise...
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In addition to her aviation industry background,
Margaux holds a Master Degree in Aeronautical
Engineering from ESTACA Paris, France and
Beihang University of Aeronautics & Aerospace
BUAA Pekin, China. Originally raised on Circuit
Automobile de La Châtre (France), she is a
motorsport enthusiast and perfectly fits with
Boutsen Aviation’s DNA.
Margaux will start her first day with the team on
the occasion of the Winter Aviation Summit taking
place on March 24th in Vevey, Switzerland where
the company will act as one of the main sponsors.
“I’m thrilled and eager to join Boutsen Aviation,”
comments Margaux. “As the Winter Aviation
Summit is one of the most important events for the
company, it makes for the perfect occasion to meet
the team and already begin developing business.”

The Hôtel des Trois Couronnes in Vevey, Switzerland, where
the 2022 Winter Aviation Summit will be hosted...

“Based on her expertise and accomplishments in the industry, Margaux will be a tremendous asset to our team,”
concludes Founder & Chairman Thierry Boutsen. “With Margaux on board, we can further enhance our expertise
and global presence.”
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